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Abstract 
It has been a difficulty for extracting DNA from very 
tiny forensic evidence, DNA could have been lost during 
the extracting process, and there would be no results for 
the powerful STR analysis.  
In this study authors use micro-injection system to pick 
single cell for forensic DNA test, instead of using 
traditional DNA extraction methods, a process would be 
designed to let the cell release DNA into the PCR reaction 
directly when the PCR process start. After using the ABI 
STR AmpFlSTR Cofiler Kit would be used for STR test, 
the loci are D3S1358 D16S539 TH01 TPOX  CSF1PO 
D7S820 and Amelogenin, the primary test was successful. 
But heterozygous loci occurred preferential amplification 
of one allele can to allele drop out of other condition 
occurred the addition of mistaken allele. Fortunately, 
mistaken allele does not occur in all amplification. By the 
way, the single cell of mtDNA sequence analysis is usually 
successful. It does not occur the problem like the single cell 
of multiplex STR PCR. Further more, authors optimize the 
PCR process, use a series dilution of leukocytes to process 
the multiplex STR PCR directly. About ten to thousand 
leukocytes could obtain all multiplex STR type, does not 
need to use traditional DNA extraction methods. 
The developed micro DNA extraction and typing 
methods would be used for forensic samples, such as saliva 
contented materials(cups mouth, cigarette buffs) hand 
touched samples (cup handles, handprint) to verify the 
forensic use of these methods.  
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microinjection. 
 
 
Introduction: 
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is an enzymatic process by 
which a specific region of DNA is replicated to yield enough copies for 
detection. Depending on mathematical theory, a single DNA template 
could be successful amplified by the process of adequate PCR .In fact, 
some authors report the amplification of DNA extracted from a single 
spermatozoid, demonstrating that a single DNA template can be 
amplified .Maybe improve the sensitivity of the reaction of PCR like 
hemi-nesting strategy enhances a specific region of DNA yield, but 
very tiny forensic evidence DNA could have been lost 
during the extracting process. We could not yield any DNA 
copy from the PCR of no more DNA template. On the other 
hand, a homozygous locus of a single cell maybe can be amplified by 
the process of adequate PCR to obtain a reliable genetic typing of a 
homozygous allele. But the forensic DNA tests usually use the 
powerful multiplex STR analysis. When the amount of DNA 
available for genetic typing is very low that is possible for one allele of 
a heterozygous individual not to be detected, leading to an incorrect 
genotyping of this individual as a homozygote. In this study, 
instead of using traditional DNA extraction methods, a 
process would be designed to let the cell release DNA into 
the PCR reaction directly when the PCR process start. The 
strategy maybe can avoid losing DNA. After using the ABI STR 
AmpFlSTR Kit would be used for STR test. One to scores of 
cells were STR profiled and mtDNA sequenced to find out 
the least number of cells needed for DNA information 
exploring. 
Material and Method: 
Single human’s leukocytes were picked by micro-injection 
system into 0.2ml microtube containing 5ul Q water. Instead of 
using traditional DNA extraction methods, a process would 
be designed to let the cell release DNA into the PCR 
reaction directly when the PCR process of golden Taq 
polymerase that need  hot start at 95°C to incubate ten minute. 
DNA information of the different number of cells used 
improved Neubauer cell counter to calculate the original 
leukocyte’s numbers. The original leukocytes processed a 
series dilution to obtain different leukocyte’s numbers by Q 
water for our new strategy of DNA test. The test of DNA 
included the ABI STR AmpFlSTR Kit that would be used 
for STR test and the control region of mtDNA sequence 
analysis. The optimal cycle’s number of multiplex STR PCR 
are been tested by very low concentration of template DNA is 
in the picogram range. Our experiments were carried out in order to 
estimate the relation between the frequencies of successful multiplex 
STR PCR to different cell’s numbers. 
Results and Discussion: 
The single cell PCR 
 After using the ABI STR AmpFlSTR Cofiler Kit would 
be used for STR test, the loci are D3S1358  D16S539 
TH01  TPOX   CSF1PO  D7S820 and Amelogenin, the 
primary test was successful. But heterozygous loci 
occurred preferential amplification of one allele can lead 
to allele drop out of other condition occurred the addition 
of mistaken allele. Fortunately, mistaken allele does not 
occur in all amplification. BY the way, the single cell of 
mtDNA sequence analysis is usually successful. It does not 
occur the problem like the single cell of multiplex STR 
PCR. 
The different leukocyte’s numbers PCR 
In our study , The optimal cycle’s number of multiplex 
STR PCR are between 32 cycles to 34 cycles .When the 
cell’s numbers are lower than ten cells that heterozygous 
loci could occur some conditions these one allele of a 
heterozygous individual not to be detected or two heterozygous 
alleles dropped out .  The successful of multiplex STR PCR 
usually occur between ten cells to one thousand cells. The 
cell’s numbers are more than one thousand cells that 
longer base size loci could occur alleles drop out or little 
drop-out .Because too much DNA template could lead to 
exhaust the resource of PCR . The shorter base size loci 
could obtain the resource that was easier than longer base 
size loci in multiplex STR PCR. The successful of mtDNA 
PCR could occur from single cell to ten thousand cells that 
were more successful than multiplex STR PCR. Because a 
single cell has many hundred copies of mtDNA and the 
amplification of homozygous locus was simple process that did not 
happen to drop out. 
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Fig1 use micro-injection system Micromanipulator   
system NT-88NE  to pick single cell  
  sample one: Single cell/12.5ul
sample one: single cell/12.5ul 
sample two: Single cell/12.5ul 
Sample three:single cell/12.5ul
Sample one:single cell/12.5ul 
sample two: Single cell/12.5ul 
Sample three:single cell/12.5ul
sample two: Single cell/12.5ul 
Sample three:single cell/12.5ul
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FIG.2  The peaks of 
single cell(three case) 
after the cofiler 
multiplex STR(33 
cycles). 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig3.The relation of cell numbers and
successful multiplex STR
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FIG 4. The detection of human mtDNA(hvII) at different cell numbers.  
      lane 1:ladder ,lane2:single cell, lane3:2 cells, lane4:5cells, lane 5:10 cells 
      lane 6:20 cells ,lane7:50 cells, lane8:100 cells, lane9:200cells, lane10:400 
cells ,lane 11:1000 cells ,lane12:2000 cells, lane13:4000 cells, 
lane14:8000cells, lane15:1000 cells,lane16 the method of tradition DNA 
extraction (38 cycles). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 FIG.5.1  The peaks of different cell’s numbers that process a series dilution 
after the profiler plus multiplex STR(33 cycles). 
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FIG.5.2  The peaks of different cell’s numbers that process a series dilution 
after the profiler plus multiplex STR(33 cycles). 
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FIG.5.3  The peaks of different cell’s numbers that process a series dilution 
after the profiler plus multiplex STR(33 cycles). 
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